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Mai Zetterling: Actor, Director, Feminist

In Brief

Described by Kenneth Tynan as ‘one of the most ambitious debuts since Citizen
Kane‘, Zetterling’s feature directorial debut can perhaps be best viewed as a
response to and reaction against Ingmar Bergman’s Nära livet (1958). Both films are
set in a hospital ward where a number of pregnant women look back on their lives
and their relationships, both films are written by women (Bergman’s by Ulla Isaksson
and Zetterling’s by herself with husband David Hughes) and both feature strong
performances from their female ensemble cast – indeed, Nära livet won an
unprecedented joint prize for Best Actress at Cannes (as well as one for Bergman as
Best Director). However, where Bergman’s film focused on the differing
relationships between its women and their partners, Zetterling’s women (Harriet
Andersson, Gunnel Lindbolm and Gio Petré) are completely united in their disdain for
the men in their lives, revealed as they cast their eyes over their pasts with both
strikingly sardonic humour and a sense of bitter regret in a film that treads an
evocatively fine line between melodrama and satire. And yet, in what could
potentially be the most backhanded compliment ever given, the film was to garner
the famous reviewer’s comment: ‘Mai Zetterling directs like a man’….

Sweden | 1964 | 118 minutes

Besides Ingmar Bergman, the only other mainstream
Swedish director most Americans can remember is Jan Troell
with his The Emigrants and The New Land from the early
1970s. Liv Ullmann's 1995 Kristin Lavransdatter is a superb
film that nobody seems to have seen. Long before Ms. Ullman
decided to try the director's chair, actress Mai Zetterling
changed careers with Loving Couples, an emotionally
challenging pre-feminist tale of women in Scandinavia at the
turn of the century. Zetterling's frank appraisal of male-
female politics is less inhibited and more honest than the
majority of supposedly shocking European art films.

Three women await their babies in a Swedish hospital. All
three know each other from the previous summer at the
large Landborg estate. Their doctor, Jacob Lewin (Gunnar
Björnstrand) is a cynic who judges women as weaklings but is
himself an adulterer. Adele (Gunnel Lindblom) is the one married mother-to-be, but she hates her husband and her life as a servant.
Agda (Harriet Anderson) is an accepting and loving free spirit who became pregnant by artist Stellan Von Pahlen (Jan Malmsjö).
Inquisitive virgin Angela (Gio Petré) allowed herself the pleasure of an affair with a middle-aged archeologist. Her best friend, the older
Petra van Pahlen (Anita Björk) encouraged the relationship, as she herself regrets that avoiding a romance with the same man long
ago.

Loving Couples is fascinating. Its take on femininity doesn't resemble anything seen in American pictures. Author Agnes von
Krusenstjerna wrote a series of novels in the 1930s called the Miss Von Pahlen cycle, frank tales of sexual politics as seen in the well-
to-do classes. If some of her characters seem overly emotional, it's not "female" hysteria but the psychological result of living in an
aristocratic culture that severely limits their roles.

Many will consider the upscale culture pictured here to be decadent. The women want to be fulfilled but find that the most attractive
men are too flighty to commit to ordinary marriages. Adele's family lost its social standing and to get by she had to marry a tenant
farmer; she lives and works in the shadow of the big house where the other girls enjoy the frills she once thought were her birthright.
The experience made her bitter and spiteful, and she openly wishes that her baby will die.

Agda is practically a kept woman but shows no anxiety over her status. Her flighty and unreliable artist lover even tries to pay a friend
to marry her when she becomes pregnant. Agda is above such hypocrisy simply because her loving and accepting nature refuses to
worry about it. Surely nobody we see would be fit to cast the first stone, as most of the women including the grand hostess Mrs.
Landsborg (Eva Dahlbeck) are openly looking for male companionship outside of marriage. Several of the wealthier men keep
mistresses. They consider them costly luxuries of the heart, such as the pair of fancy automobiles owned by the hospital's two resident
surgeons.
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The women wait to deliver in an antiseptic, slightly creepy hospital, visited by friends
and loved ones. The bulk of the story is told in elegant flashbacks. Blonde Angela's
memories are the strongest. Her past is a full spectrum of erotic experiences starting
with her adoption by Petra's family. At girl's school she remembers the staff trying to
part a pair of coupling dogs; a lesbian teacher tries to seduce her. Most of Loving
Couples plays out as a conventional chamber drama so we're quite unprepared when
shown a group of naked girls, with Angela singled out for attention; Zetterling is frank
and direct with material where a male director would be expected to be discreet.

Even with all the lovemaking going on or alluded to, Loving Couples isn't a film about
sexual encounters. It's concerned more with the emotional truth of specific women
in a given time and place. When the subject gets steamy, the camera doesn't flinch.
Interestingly, a flirtatious stroll showing a couple circling and re-circling the same tree
is just as erotic as anything in the picture. The tale ends with the three deliveries, one
of which presents us with a live-childbirth scene, another surprisingly frank moment
that Ms. Zetterling saves as a surprise.

Mai Zetterling's experience as an actress is an obvious asset that comes through in
the focused, intense performances. The cast is a fine collection of Swedish talent from
Zetterling's generation. Gunnel Lindblom had earned recognition as Ingeri in
Bergman's The Virgin Spring. Most of the smaller roles are less familiar to American
viewers. Cult film fans may recognize Heinz Hopf, who plays the spoiled Landborg
son. He later became associated with much more exploitative movies like Thriller - a
cruel picture.

The impressive low budget production makes full use of a house and furnishings from a previous Ingmar Bergman film. Zetterling's
relaxed and unfussy camera style evokes an older era populated with flesh and blood people whose problems we immediately
recognize. Viewers searching out Loving Couples for its 'hot content' should be prepared for a picture that actually lives up to the
promise of the liberated screen; it broadens our understanding of human relationships. 

Glenn Erickson (http://www.dvdtalk.com/dvdsavant)

showing with

The War Game

Mai Zetterling | UK | 1962 | 15 minutes

Zetterling’s truly harrowing debut as a cinema director was this virtuoso, silent short film which transforms its increasingly disturbing
children’s game into a compelling pacifist allegory. It deservingly went on to won the Golden Lion for Best Short Film at the Venice Film
Festival and was also nominated for a BAFTA. Not to be confused with the later BBC film of the same title (and similar pacifist leanings)
by Peter Watkins.
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